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2018 GEWEX Science 
Conference , Canmore, Alberta, 
Canada | May 6-11, 2018 
Topics included:
Nexus of water, energy, and food | Climate 
extremes | Extreme weather | Atmospheric 
modeling and observations | Land modeling
and observations | Global energy and water 
cycles, Mountain and high-latitude hydrology 

450+ abstracts received
350 registered
ECS workshop  - 70 applicants, 
space for 40

Challenges of the present* – a glimpse into the 
(near) future

* As exposed at the GEWEX OSC



~2014

Phase III: Quantitative understanding and prediction of the 
Global water and energy system 

Integrated observing strategies of the Earth system
- address gaps (mountain & cold phase hydrology)

Advances in Earth system modeling Δ870 m

In depth process understanding & how these 
integrate in the Earth system 

Growing awareness of the human influence

Need to study process interactions across time scales

Instead of the traditional paradigm of properties define processes, 
study how processes define properties, Martyn Clark
Challenge is that humanity is embedded in a deeply 
interconnected living Earth system, Betts



The 4 GEWEX Science Questions sit under these bigger, 
overarching science questions 

MOD

New and improved models

Precipitation and radiation

New observations and 
observational syntheses

OBS

Model evaluation, observational constraints

Water and energy feedbacks in the Earth system

UNDERSTANDING

Land processes, land and water use, carbon-water coupling

Extremes

Closing water and energy
balances across scales

The Human dimension – both impact of
changing water cycle on society and the
impact of human activity on the water cycle

PREDICTABILITY

GDAP

GHP

GASS

GLASS

Cross-
cuts

Cross-
cuts



Existing PROES activities under GASS:
1) GEWEX Process Evaluation Study on Upper 
Tropospheric Clouds and Convection (UTCC PROES)-
Stubenrauch
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GASS - PROES

GAP Model Intercomparison

Models  underpredict cf observations: Range in aerosol 
response smaller than differences due to the microphysics 
and/or other model physics

2) GEWEX Aerosol-Precipitation  (GAP) van den Heever/
Stier (& works closely with ACPC)

observations

Observations

Model 1

Model 2

Radar reflectivity

In a nutshell – this PROES seeks to examine how 
well models make rain and the nature of model bias 
that extends across the scale of models - this 
example shows how rain is influenced by 
atmospheric thermodynamics in nature but not in 
models  - PROES works with modeling groups to 
understand why and how fixes might be developed

3)



INTENSE – a GHP CC that also connects to the GC and now to GDAP



Phase III: Quantitative understanding and prediction 
of the Global water and energy system 

Challenge – representing the influence of  humanity in the 
physical Earth system (Betts)

Challenge – balance between complexity and reality; as 
models increase in complexity, how do we know they are 
approaching reality (Dave Lawrence)

Challenge – a more process based understanding of the 
water/energy ‘system’

Challenge – can we evolve our  analysis systems to provide 
the energy and hydrological information on increasingly 
finer scales. 



 

Global km-scale modeling 

Global/regional scale ESM

One of our challenges: bridging the scale divide 

Hart



Vision of GEWEX as expressed through this OSC
• Address the scientific problems

• Water and Extremes
• Land-atmosphere interactions
• Energy and water budgets
• High-resolution modeling
• Heat waves & extremes: past, present & future
• Mountain water cycle
• Weather & climate extremes
• Cold-regions Earth system changes
• Storms and high-impact weather
• Irrigation & water cycle over breadbaskets ….

• Provide guidance to society and world  courtesy Alan Betts

High-resolution modeling

Feb-May, 2014

Browning et al BAMS, 1993



“Adequately addressing critical water 
cycle science questions and 
applications requires systems that are 
implemented globally at much higher 
resolutions, on the order of 1 km, 
resolutions referred to as 
hyperresolution in the context of 
global land surface models.”

Major implications of hyper resolution:
1. Runoff generation
2. Biogeochemical cycling
3. Land-atmosphere interactions
4. Snow & freeze/thaw

* All depend on accurate representation of 
saturated and unsaturated areas (i.e. 
accurate topography)
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A report of the Decadal Survey for Earth Science and Applications from Space
Released: 5 January 2018
Report available at: http://www.nas.edu/esas2017

http://www.nas.edu/esas2017
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Global Hydrological Cycles and Water Resources

Co-Chairs: Jeff Dozier, UC Santa Barbara and Ana Barros, Duke 
University

The movement, distribution, and availability of water and how these 
are changing over time  

Weather and Air Quality: Minutes to   Subseasonal

Co-Chairs: Steve Ackerman, University of Wisconsin and Nancy 
Baker, NRL

Atmospheric Dynamics, Thermodynamics, Chemistry, and their 
interactions at land and ocean interfaces

Marine and Terrestrial Ecosystems and Natural Resource 
Management

Co-Chairs: Compton (Jim) Tucker, NASA GSFC and Jim Yoder, 
WHOI

Biogeochemical Cycles, Ecosystem Functioning, Biodiversity, and factors 
that influence health and ecosystem services

Climate Variability and Change: Seasonal to Centennial

Co-Chairs: Carol Anne Clayson, WHOI and Venkatachalam (Ram) 
Ramaswamy, NOAA GFDL

Forcings and Feedbacks of the Ocean, Atmosphere, Land, and Cryosphere 
within the Coupled Climate System

Earth Surface and Interior: Dynamics and Hazards

Co-Chairs: Dave Sandwell, Scripps and Doug Burbank, UC Santa 
Barbara

Core, mantle, lithosphere, and surface processes, system interactions, and 
the hazards they generate

Panels







Path from Science & Applications to Observational 
Priorities
Blue: Science & Applications; Green: Observables
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Anticipated Science/Applications Accomplishments
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DESIGNATED Program Element Candidate EXPLORER Program Element

• Sources and sinks of CO2 and methane

• Contributions of glaciers and ice sheets to sea 
level rise

• Impacts of ocean circulation and exchange 
with atmosphere on weather and climate

• Changes in ozone and other gases and impacts 
on health and climate

• Snow amounts and melt rates and 
implications for water resources

• Impact of changes in land cover and related 
carbon uptake on resource management

• Transport of pollutants and energy between 
land, ocean, and atmosphere

Incubator Program Element

• Winds

• PBL(?)

Make-up and distribution 
of aerosols and clouds

Impacts of changing cloud cover 
and precipitation

Growth or shrinkage of 
glaciers and ice sheets

Trends in water stored 
on land

Alterations to surface characteristics and 
landscapes

Evolving characteristics and health of 
terrestrial vegetation and aquatic ecosystemsMovement of land and ice 

surfaces

Severe weather, convective 
storms

Also EEI



Technology innovation was seen as an essential ingredient for advancing 
Earth Science objectives for the decade  

May

May

Small-sat lidar

3U IR spectrometer

Advanced GPS receiver –
GNSS-refl



The coming  focus of Earth Obs on convection








Imagine
An observing system built as a clustered of 
observations

So now we have profiles of ΔZ, Z and 

(a)

(b)

M versus Z 

ΔM versus ΔZ

ΔZ versus updraft velocity

Convective mass 
flux 



Augus

20:13 UTC

20:15 UTC

August 27 , 2018 – 20:14 UTC - RainCube Tx Operation #23
First successful operation in Nadir Pointing & first possible detection of rain over the Sierra Madre Oriental, near 
Monterrey, Mexico
Fast growing orographic precipitation developed shortly before RainCube’s pass which skirted its north-eastern edge

No visible range 
sidelobes

Precipitation
Surface Response, Mountains

Sierra Madre Oriental

Unusual Features in the surface 
response are tentatively ascribed to 
the peculiar orography 

A

B

A

B

D
C

D
C

complex convective structure, 
tentatively consistent with orographic pm stormIsolated cell

Surface Signal 
Attenuation due to Rain

Animated in presentation mode – click once to see still image at time of overpass
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